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Lock-in Pixel Based Time-of-Flight Range Imagers: An Overview

Keita YASUTOMI†,††a) and Shoji KAWAHITO†,††, Members

SUMMARY Time-of-flight (TOF) range imaging is a promising tech-
nology for various applications such as touchless control, augmented real-
ity interface, and automotive. The TOF range imagers are classified into
two methods: direct TOF with single photo avalanche diodes and indirect
TOF with lock-in pixels. The indirect TOF range imagers have advantages
in terms of a high spatial resolution and high depth precision because their
pixels are simple and can handle many photons at one time. This paper
reviews and discusses principal lock-in pixels reported both in the past and
present, including circuit-based and charge-modulator-based lock-in pix-
els. In addition, key technologies that include enhancing sensitivity and
background suppression techniques are also discussed.
key words: time-of-flight, CMOS image sensors, lock-in pixel, 3-D imag-
ing, charge modulator

1. Introduction

Over the last two decades, numerous innovations in solid-
state imaging devices have changed our lifestyle by mak-
ing digital cameras more available. This growth has also
driven the development of 3D imaging, and many depth
cameras are becoming more accessible and pervasive in our
lives. Among many 3D imaging technologies, time-of-flight
(TOF) range imaging has attracted much attention because
of the capability of its small form factor, low cost, and real-
time acquisition for various applications such as touchless
control, augmented reality interface, and automotive.

TOF range cameras [1] obtain a depth image as well as
an intensity image by sensing a round-trip time from a light
source to an object, as shown in Fig. 1. The distance, D, is
calculated by the time of flight, tTOF, and the known light of
speed, c, as the following equation.

D =
c
2

tTOF. (1)

The TOF ranging system with a scanning mechanism is also
called light detection and ranging (LIDAR).

The TOF measurement is divided into two meth-
ods: direct TOF (dTOF) and indirect TOF (iTOF) shown
in Figs. 2 (a) and 2 (b), respectively. The dTOF uses a
short pulse laser and directly measures the TOF using
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Fig. 1 Principle of TOF distance measurment.

Fig. 2 TOF measurement method

time-measurement circuits such as time-digital converters
(TDCs). In order to generate the STOP signal of the
time-measurement circuits, single-photon avalanche diodes
(SPADs) [2]–[5] are widely used as the detectors of CMOS
dTOF imagers. The SPAD is an avalanche photodiode op-
erated in a Geiger mode having an infinity avalanche gain,
and generates a pulse associated with an incident photon.
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The dTOF imagers exhibit an excellent performance at long
distance measurement owing to their high-sensitivity na-
ture [3], [4], [6]. On the other hand, the dTOF imagers re-
quire a TDC implementation basically on a unit pixel. The
shared TDC architecture [4], [6] relaxes the requirement at
the cost of non-simultaneous acquisition for all pixels, and
the stacked technology [4], [6] prevents the deterioration of
the fill factor of SPADs. However, the spatial resolution is
still limited to 65k pixels [4] and 0.1M pixels [6] as dTOF
imagers. The recent progress in-depth for SPADs and dTOF
imagers is summarized in [7].

Another approach is iTOF measurement that uses a
time gating corresponding to a fast electronic shutter, as
shown in Fig. 2 (b). The iTOF pixels accumulate photo-
generated charges within the time gate into in-pixel stor-
age. Such the pixel used in iTOF imaging is called lock-in
pixel [8]. The time gate in the lock-in pixels is synchronized
with the light, enabling the acquisition of a time-dependent
signal (denoted as S in Fig. 2 (b)). The change of TOF, tTOF,
in time domain is converted to changes in amplitude of the
accumulated signal as a function f : S = f (tTOF), and the
TOF is deduced by the inverse function: tTOF = f −1(S ). The
readout scheme of the lock-in pixel based on charge modu-
lators, described in Sect. 3, is similar to that of CMOS im-
age sensors. Since the required in-pixel transistors of lock-
in pixels are less than that of dTOF imager, iTOF imagers
is suitable for higher spatial resolution. Solid-state TOF
range cameras with lock-in pixels were launched commer-
cially in the early to mid-2000s by PMD Technology, MESA
Imaging, and Canesta. In 2014, Microsoft released Kinect
V2 [9] having 0.2M pixels in several hundred dollers for
gaming applications. This led to the production of QVGA-
and VGA-sized depth cameras by many manufacturers. Re-
cently, Microsoft has released the 1M pixels iTOF camera,
Azure Kinect [10]. The launch has been followed by the
publication of high-resolution iTOF imagers [11], [12].

The other advantage of iTOF imagers with lock-in pix-
els is the capability of handling many photons at one time.
In outdoor conditions, high background light (BGL) due to
the sunlight causes issues of saturation and deterioration of
depth precision. The charge-modulator-based lock-in pixel
with BGL suppression circuits has the potential to be more
resistant to BGL. Furthermore, the feature of handling mul-
tiple photon capability also exhibits high depth precision up
to 67 µm [13] that is expected to be applicable to 3D scan-
ning systems for component inspection and reverse model-
ing.

The aim of this paper is to provide an overview of the
recent iTOF range imager design. This paper reviews and
discusses principal lock-in pixels reported both in the past
and present, including circuit-based and charge-modulator-
based lock-in pixels. Section 2 describes the basic principle
of iTOF range imaging, and the essential element, lock-in
pixels, are discussed in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4 describes key tech-
nologies for present and next-generation iTOF imagers that
enables outdoor use. Finally, the conclusion is presented in
Sect. 5.

2. Indirect TOF Imaging

2.1 Modulation Methods in Indirect TOF

The iTOF methods are classified according to the driving
method of light source: continuous wave (CW) or short-
pulsed (SP) illumination, as shown in Fig. 3. In the CW-
iTOF method, a sinusoidal or pulsed illumination with 50%
duty is demodulated by time gates with different phases.
The phase shift, φTOF, is calculated by those accumulated
signals. When the light pulse is the sinusoidal with a modu-
lation frequency, fm, and it is demodulated by four-tap time
gates (G1-G4), the phase shift and the TOF are calculated
by

φTOF = arctan

(
N2 − N4

N1 − N3

)
(2)

tTOF =
1
fm

(
φTOF

2π
+ k

)
(3)

where N1-N4 are the signal electrons acquired by G1-G4,
and k is an integer. Although the acquired signals contains
unwanted signals due to a BGL and unmodulated photogen-
erated signal, taking difference between two phase signals,
i.e. N1 − N3 or N2 − N4, cancels those unwanted component
except for their shot noises.

In the actual iTOF imagers using CW-iTOF method, 2-
tap pixels [9], [14]–[16] are frequently used instead of 4-tap
ones [8], [11], [17]. The 2-tap pixel obtains the four differ-
ent phase signals using two consecutive frames in which the
phase of the light source is changed. The choice of 2-tap
lock-in pixels simplifies the pixel design at the cost of halve
frame rate and less robustness concerning a motion artifact
of moving objects. According to [1], (3) is derived from the
definition of discrete fourier transform (DFT). In DFT with
N sample points, N/2 − 1 discrete frequency component is
only deduced. In the ideal CW-iTOF, a single frequency is
used. This means that N = 4, i.e., N/2 − 1 = 1, is sufficient
to deduce the phase delay. Therefore, a multi-tap lock-in
pixel of more than 4 taps is unnecessary in CW-iTOF.

Since CW-iTOF measures the phase shift, which has a
duplicate value in every 2π cycle, causing phase wrapping
that is represented as k in (3). The phase wrapping causes
an ambiguity of depth calculation. This issue comes up to
the surface as the modulation frequency increases for higher
depth precision. For example, 100-MHz modulation fre-
quency yields an unambiguity range only up to 1.5 m. Thus,
an object placed at 2.0 m is misled to 0.5 m. Since Kinect
V2 [9] uses a 130-MHz modulation frequency at maximum,
solving the issue is essential. A phase unwrapping or
ambiguity-resolved technique using multiple frequencies is
proposed in [18], [19]. In Kinect V2 [9], three modulation
frequencies are used for solving ambiguity. An in-depth
description including other phase-unwrapping techniques is
summarized in [20].

In SP-iTOF method, the short pulse with a small duty
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Fig. 3 iTOF principle. (a) Continuous wave illumination, CW-iTOF, (b)
Pulsed illumination, SP-iTOF.

cycle is used unlike the CW-iTOF. Figure 3 shows an timing
example using a 3-tap lock-in pixel (G1-G3) with draining
function (GD). The pulse duration of light and time gate are
set to be the same (TP). The photogenerated charges within
GD set to high are discared. In the condition of 0 < tTOF <
TP, the tTOF is calculated by

tTOF = TP
N2 − N3

N1 + N2 − 2N3
(4)

Since N3 corresponds to the unwanted signal due to BGL,
the denominator (N1 + N2 − 2N3) represents the signal asso-
ciated with all of the received light except the BGL. Hence,
the signal charge ratio, N2−N3

N1+N2−2N3
, takes a value from 0 to

1, corresponding to the normalized delay with respect to the
pulse width. As decrease the duty ratio while keeping aver-
age light power, i.e., increasing the peak power, the robust-
ness to the ambient light increases because the acquisition
of the BGL component becomes small in the SP-iTOF. Sim-
ilar to the CW-iTOF method, 2-tap lock-in pixels using two
consecutive frames perform the TOF calculation while re-
moving the BGL component. 3-tap lock-in pixels enable the
TOF calculation, excluding the BGL component in a single
frame.

Unlike in the CW-iTOF, the unambiguity issue is
avoidable to set the duty cycle to be small. For example,
a condition of 10-ns pulse with 5% duty results in 200-ns
cycle time, corresponding that ambiguity occurs every 30 m
that does not matter in reality. The short-pulse width leads
to better depth precision but decreases the measurable range.
To extend the measurable range, a range-shift technique us-
ing multiple frames is presented [21]. In the technique, the
trigger delay of the light source is varied in several frames,
which is equivalent to shifting of the measurable range. The
technique allows the expansion of measurable range while
keeping depth precision at the cost of a reduced frame rate.
SP-iTOF with multi-tap lock-in pixels [22]–[24] obtains a
similar benefit without reducing frame rate, described later.

2.2 Depth Precision

Depth results calculated from iTOF sensor outputs fluctu-
ates due to various noises, and the standard deviation (1σ)
is called as depth precision, uncertainty, or range resolution.

The theoretical depth precision can be derived using
the error propagation equation to (3),(4). Many works of lit-
erature describe theoretical precisions under their condition,

e.g., [1], [25]. Here, we would like to give a basic under-
standing of the dependency of sensor/system parameters on
depth precision.

The depth precision, σD, both for CW- and SP-iTOF
are given by

σD ∝ DMAX

CD

1
S NR

∝ DMAX

CD
·
√

NS + NBG + αN2
R

NS

(5)

where NS , NBG and NR are a sum of effective signal charges,
BGL signal charges, and a dark noise in electrons, respec-
tively. α is a prefactor of dark noise that is determined by
readout architecture. The CD is a demodulation contrast or
modulation contrast that is the ratio of modulated signal and
offset. The last part in (5) corresponds to S NR−1. In its nu-
merator, the first and second terms in square root represent
the shot noises due to signal light and BGL, respectively.
The measurable range, DMAX , is determined by

DMAX =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
c

2 fm
if. CW − iTOF

cTP
2 if. SP − iTOF

(6)

The dominant factor in precision is different for appli-
cations. Here, we consider the following three cases:

• Case 1: high light condition with less BGL: non-
mobile, indoor use, and short-range application.

This case gives an asssumption: NS >> NBG,N2
R, re-

sulting in S NR = 1/
√

NS . The depth precision at
this condition is intrinsic limit of TOF range measure-
ment. For better precision, reducing DMAX or increas-
ing NS is required. Since the improvement of precision
by increasing NS is proportional to the square root of
NS , reducing DMAX is efficient. Reducing DMAX corre-
sponds to high modulation frequency in CW-iTOF or
short pulse width in SP-iTOF. While the DMAX can be
extended; the phase wrapping issue due to high modu-
lation frequency is solved using the multiple frequency
techniques, and the limited DMAX is extended by range
shift technique using multiple frames or multi-tap lock-
in pixels in the SP-iTOF.
• Case 2: limited light power condition with less BGL

such as mobile applications at indoor use.
This case suppose that NBG � 0 and N2

R comparable to
NS . Thus, the dark noise associated with the readout
circuits becomes a dominant factor in the depth pre-
cision. Obtaining lower dark noise, kTC noise can-
celing is effective. For this purpose, the implemen-
tation of in-pixel intermediate storages is adapted in
[10], [17], [26]. Since the choice often reduces the full
well capacity, a higher modulation frequency is essen-
tial to reduce DMAX . Also, [9], [12] implements a bin-
ning function to obtain better precision at the cost of
reducing spatial resolution.
• Case 3: high BGL condition such as outdoor use.
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Fig. 4 SP-iTOF measurement with a multi-tap lock-in pixel. (a) 3-tap
for one time-zone, (b) 7-tap for six time zone.

In this case that supposed to NBG >> NS ,N2
R, the depth

precision is given by

σD ∝ DMAX

CD
·
√

NBG

NS

. (7)

In this case, the reduction of BGL is necessary for bet-
ter depth precision. In this condition, SP-iTOF method
obtain better performance using a smaller duty cycle.
Another key point is the choise of light wavelength.
The spectral irradiance of sunlight becomes lower at
longer wavelength due to an absorption of air. For ex-
ample, the power density at 940-nm is lower than that
at 860-nm by a factor of 2.3.

2.3 SP-iTOF with Multi-Tap Lock-in Pixels

Multi-tap lock-in pixels that allow multiple time gates in
single capture offer a wide measurable range without any
negative effects on depth precision and robustness to motion
artifact. Figure 4 shows the SP-iTOF methods using 3-tap
and 7-tap lock-in pixels [23]. Here, the measurement range
corresponding to one pulse width (TP) is called time zone.
In Fig. 4 (a), the depth calculation performs using the signal
ratio between G2 and G3 only. On the contrary, the depth
calculation using 7-tap lock-in pixels enables the depth cal-
culation for six time zones in a single frame, as shown in
Fig. 4. The DMAX of 7-tap lock-in pixels is six times smaller
than that of 3-tap lock-in pixels. Hence, 7-tap lock-in pixels
gives six times better precision compared to 3-tap lock-in
pixel, while keeping the measurable range. In addition to
this, the BGL signals are also reduced in the method.

An efficient timing operation, which is called a depth-
adaptive time-gating-number assignment, was also pro-
posed in [23]. For the wide-range distance measurement, the
difference of reflected photons between distances in short
and long causes an issue; since the reflected photons of
short-range are much larger than that of long-range, satu-
ration is more likely to occur in short distances. In [23], the
number of accumulation for each time gate (G1-G7) were
adjusted so that the reflected photons (from targets having
the same reflectivity) are equal for all measurement range.
The effectiveness of those techniques was clearly demon-
strated in [23].

3. Lock-in Pixel

3.1 Histrical Overview

So far, numerous lock-in pixels have been presented. The
lock-in pixels are classified into two categories: charge-
modulator-based and circuit-based lock-in pixels. In the
1990s, charge-modulator-based lock-in pixels that were
fabricated by CCD or CCD-CMOS technology were pre-
sented [8], [14], [27], [28]. In the early 1990s, CCDs
were predominated as solid-state imaging devices. How-
ever, CMOS image sensors had been actively developed at
the time because of their attractive feature: high function-
ality, low power consumption, and cost-effectiveness [29].
For these reasons, charge-modulator-based lock-in pix-
els in standard CMOS technology were also investi-
gated [30], [31]. Through these developments, solid-state
TOF range cameras were commercialized by PMD tech-
nologies, MESA imaging, and Canesta in the early and mid-
2000s.

On the other hand, circuit-based lock-in pixels were
also investigated in the academic field from the early
2000s [32]. Circuit-based lock-in pixels have several
strengths: (1) implementable on a standard CMOS pro-
cess, (2) easy implementation of BGL suppression, that is
because the polarity of charge summation is easily switch-
able. However, the circuit-based lock-in pixels suffer from
noise accumulation during repeated accumulation, while the
charge-modulator-based lock-in pixels enable noise-free ac-
cumulation. Also, the complicated pixel circuits lead to
pixel size limitation or lower spatial resolution. As a result
the charge-modulator-based lock-in pixels are more preva-
lent than the circuit-based ones these days.

In the next subsection, we briefly review the circuit-
based lock-in pixels. The further detailed discussion, in-
cluding case studies, is described in [33].

3.2 Circuit-Based Lock-in Pixel

Circuit-based lock-in pixels are summarized in Table 1.
In the early stage, the buffer and sampling type was pre-
sented [32]. The concept is very simple; after RT (reset)
turns off, the photocurrent due to the incident light integrates
on CPD, and the resultant voltage is buffered and sampled
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Table 1 Summary of circuit-based lock-in pixels. In the figures, RT and SL stand for reset and
select signals, respectively. TG including TGADD, TGSUB, TG1 and TG2 stands for time gate signal,
corresponding to electronic shutter shown in Fig. 3.

into CS using TG (time gate) clock. The time gating is de-
termined by the falling edges of RT and TG. In the actual
implementation [32], [34], the CS is followed by the sec-
ond buffer and another sampling capacitor in order to enable
sample and hold operation in the pixel. The pixel is simple

and less circuit components compared to other circuit-based
lock-in pixels. However, the pixel suffers from low sensi-
tivity, kT/C noises induced at each accumulation, and no
repeated accumulation in the pixel level.

In SC-integration lock-in pixels, a switched-capacitor
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integrator is used for in-pixel repeated accumulation. The
time window is determined by TG, while the photo-charges
are drained by RT on. The actual implementation uses a
fully differential with a dummy photodiode presented in
[35], [36]. Using the dummy photodiode, one side of the
fully differential terminals integrates the photocurrent only
due to BGL; the BGL suppression is also available. Further-
more, owing to the charge amplification, the charge-voltage
conversion gain is determined by CINT that is designed to be
smaller than CPD, the sensitivity is improved compared to
the buffer-type lock-in pixels. However, the repeated accu-
mulation integrates the kTC noise on CINT as well as photo-
generated signals.

For lower noise, two-stage SC-integration lock-in pix-
els are useful [37], [38]. In the pixel, the amplified or
buffered signal at the first stage is added with switchable
polarity into the second stage using TGADD and TGSUB. The
second stage is composed of the switched capacitor circuits.
In [37], a fully differential buffer is used as the first stage
in order to switch the polarity of summation at the second
stage. The difficulty of the lock-in pixels is the requirement
of many transistors to implement the circuits and power con-
sumption to implement the two amplifiers. In particular, the
second stage requires offset calibration to avoid unwanted
signals during the repeated accumulation. The calibration
circuit is also implemented in the pixel, leading to less fill
factor or large pixel size.

The other lock-in pixels based on photocurrent modu-
lation were also presented [39]–[41]. TG1 and TG2 pulse
switches the flow of photocurrent (Iph), and those currents
are integrated on capacitors: C1 and C2. The concept was
presented in [42], [43] in 1999. However, it is difficult to
apply it to TOF range imaging because the photocurrent is
too small and the loss of the current integration occurs due to
the parasitic capacitance at the photodiode (CPD) during the
repeated accumulation. For reducing the loss, the bias and
regulation circuits shown in Table 1 were presented [41].
The regulation circuit makes MRG flowing a constant bias
current being the same as I0. Because of the constant bias
current, the voltage of the photodiode is regulated to a fixed
voltage, the loss due to CPD is reduced. Although the bias
current induces a common-mode signal accumulated on C1

and C2, the in-pixel common-mode rejection circuit cancels
the common-mode signal, including the current due to BGL.
Since the bias current is designed to be small (2 µA), the
pixel has low power consumption. The pixel, however, suf-
fers from kTC noises and noises due to the constant bias
current, which accumulates on the capacitors during the re-
peated accumulations.

3.3 Charge-Modulator-Based Lock-in Pixel

The charge modulator is the device enabling an electronic
shutter in a short time. In other words, photogenerated elec-
trons moving into a specified storage region within a short
time window in the order of several ns to several tens of ns.
They perform noise-free repeated accumulation, unlike the

circuit-based lock-in pixels. The charge modulator is also
called a (photonic) demodulator or a photonic mixing de-
vice (PMD).

Figure 5 summarizes the device structures and their po-
tential diagram of charge modulators. The quantitative com-
parison for those device structures are interesting but diffi-
cult. One of the performance parameter is modulation con-
trast or demodulation contrast at the same frequency or pulse
width. However, the contrast depends not only on charge
modulation speed, but also on the pulse shape and wave-
length of light source, the shape of gate driving pulse that
strongly depends on pixel counts. Hence, this section gives
each features of charge modulators.

Figures 5 (a) and 5 (b) show the charge modulators us-
ing photogate [8], [30], [44], [45] and photogate with buried
channel [14], [15], [25], [46], respectively. Those structures
are basically identical to the surface- and buried-channel
CCDs. The channel potential varies due to the applied gate
voltage, and different voltages are applied to the gates (G1

and G2) to create the lateral electric field from right to left
and vice versa. To realize them in CMOS technology, how-
ever, applied voltages to the gates should be reduced to
around 3 V while over 10 V is used in CCD technology.

In the buried-channel photogate structure, the fringing
field at the gate edges is higher than that of the surface-
channel because the equivalent oxide thickness becomes
thick; thereby, a smooth lateral electric field is easily ob-
tained. Kawahito et al. presented the photogate structure
using CMOS technology [25]. The photogate is formed on
the field oxide, and an n-type layer is doped under the pho-
togate to built the buried channel. The thick oxide layer and
buried channel enhance the lateral electric field, and 15-µm
pixel pitch, 336×252-array TOF imager was demonstrated
in 2007.

Figure 5 (c) shows another charge modulator using the
pinned photodiode with transfer gates [47]–[50]. In the late
1990s and early 2000s, the pinned photodiode [51], [52] that
is one of the most important technology in CCD image sen-
sors was also introduced into CMOS image sensors [53].
The pinned photodiode gives attractive features: a low dark
current, the capability of complete charge transfer, and a
high full well capacity while keeping a wide depleted (sen-
sitive) region. Among them, the complete charge transfer
enables noise-free charge modulation. In the structure, the
enhancement of lateral electric field for charge modulation
is one of important challenges for TOF range image sen-
sors. This is because the lateral electric field is created only
by the fringing field due to the MOS transfer gates at the
side of the photodiode. The pinned photodiode region has
inherently a constant potential when its size is large (>5-10
µm depending on impurity concentration of the epi layer).
For example, in [48], 1-tap lock-in pixel with 12 × 12 µm2

was presented; however, the modulation frequency used is
only 5 MHz. Kim et al. present another example [50] that
has a 6 µm pitch modulator with 70% modulation contrast
at 10 MHz in 2012.

Figure 5 (d) shows another pinned photodiode based
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Fig. 5 Charge modulators

strcuture for high-speed charge modulation using a lateral
electric field modulation (LEFM) gate [13], [22], [54], [55].
In the structure, modulation gates are formed along with
the pinned photodiode. The gates varies hole concentration
of the surface p-layer of the photodiode, creating a lateral
electric field in the channel region. The LEFM structure
is conceived from a draining-only modulator (DOM) [56]–
[59] that has a modulation gate along with the pinned photo-
diode. Since both LEFM and DOM structure has no trans-
fer gates on the channel that is the path of signal charges,
the smoothly-gradient potential is created, resulting in high-
speed charge modulation. There are a wide variety of imple-
mentation was presented: a 3-tap with drain [13], [55], 4-tap
LEFM with drain [22], 2-tap and 4-tap LEFMs with storage
diode [60], [61], and 8-tap (or 7-tap with drain) LEFM [23].
In [22], the 4-tap LEFM with 77% modulation contrast at
20-ns gate pulse is achieved.

Figure 5 (e) shows a current-assited photonic demodu-
lator (CAPD) [62], [63]. In the structure, a current of ma-
jority carriers flowing between two p+ region creates the
lateral electric field. Unlike other charge modulators, a con-
stant current flows during the modulation. However, the cre-
ation of a lateral electric field is easy even when the modu-
lator size is large. Since the large modulator size increases
the resistance between the p+ regions, the constant current
is reduced. Thus, the structure is suitable for a relatively

large pixel design. The structure was implemented in stan-
dard CMOS technology with front-side illumination [62].
In 2017, Sony and SoftKinetic presented a 320×240-array
CAPD TOF sensor with BSI 10-µm pixel pitch [16], [64],
demonstrating 80% modulation contrast at the 100-MHz
modulation frequency.

Figure 5 (f) shows a tapped photodiode (TPD) modula-
tor [65]. Unlike the standard pinned photodiode, surface p+
layers are isolated from the substrate by n-layers such as n1

and n2. Each of these p+ layers has its own electrode, and
by applying high and low voltage, a lateral electric field is
created. Unlike the modulators with the transfer and LEFM
gates, the structure directly modulates the channel potential
at the central region of the photodiode, and high-speed car-
rier transfer is obtained. In [66], a 4-tap TPD modulator has
demonstrated a high modulation contrast over 90% with an
8-ns light pulse (850-nm wavelength).

Static-field photodiode structure [67] is preferred to
a large pixel design. One of the example is shown in
Fig. 6 [68]. At a photogenerated charge at the photodiode is
quickly transferred to the modulation diode (MD) and then
is transferred to FDs by the transfer gates (G1-G4). In [68],
4-tap pixel having 11.2 µm modulator pitch demonstrated
a 4-ns pulse modulation. The concept was first introduced
in [67] that uses multiple photogates in 2006. The photo-
gates is biased by multiple voltages generated by a resistor
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Fig. 6 Pinned-photodiode-based Static-Drift-field Modulator

ladder. Using a pinned photodiode with various engineered
widths, high-speed carrier transfer structures [47], [69] were
presented in 2009 and 2010. Recently, Lee et.al. presented
trident-shaped pinned photodide [70], which demonstrated a
modulation contrast of 61.2% at 100-MHz modulation fre-
quency [70], [71] using BSI technology.

Charge modulators using a vertical overflow drain shut-
ter were presented [72], [73]. The VOD shutter was com-
monly used in interline-transfer CCD image sensors. The
VOD shutter act as drain (inverse of time gate) and trans-
fer gates are used to acquire signal charges. Although 4-tap
readout is implemented [73], one-tap signal is only obtained
in single exposure. However, high-speed shutter operation
up to 5 ns is achieved with high modulation contrast. The
structure is also effective to reduce gating clock skew be-
cause of its relatively small load capacitance [52].

Recently, lock-in pixels having a small size of 2-3 µm
pitch [10]–[12], [26] were presented for a high spatial res-
olution iTOF sensor having 1-1.2M pixels. Those designs
aim to cover a wide field of view and target a distance up
to 5 m, mainly for indoor applications. Those designs have
binning function such as 2×2 in [10], 4×4 in [12]. Such
sensors with small pixel size require advanced fine-pitch
technology such as 65nm BSI [10], 65nm/45nm BSI stacked
CMOS [12], 65nm BSI stacked technology [11].

3.4 Requirement of Impulse Response for Charge Modu-
lators

When the impulse response of charge modulators is mod-
eled as Gaussian function, the modulator response, h(t), is
expressed by

h(t) =
1√

2πσcm
exp

{
− t2

2σ2
cm

}
(8)

Fig. 7 Calculation results of modulation characteristics when TP and
σcm are set to be 5 ns and 1 ns. The outputs, N1-N4, and their summation
(Nsum) are calculated from the convolution of Iph and gate pulses having a
perfect square wave. The SP-iTOF with the 4-tap lock-in pixel is emulated
for the timing.

where σcm is an intrinsic response time of modulators. Al-
though this assumption is not always valid, a similar re-
sponse has been observed with the pixels that are dedi-
cated to high-speed modulation [13]. A similar assumption
is also discussed in the ultra-high-speed imagers [74]. Fig-
ure 7 shows calculation results of modulation characteris-
tics when TP and σcm are set to be 5 ns and 1 ns. The
light and gate pulses are assumed to be a perfect square
wave in the calculation, and those widths are the same.
The photocurrent, Iph is calculated from the convolution
of h(t) and the light pulse. The outputs, N1-N4, and their
summation (Nsum) are calculated from the convolution of
Iph and gate pulses. The SP-iTOF with the 4-tap lock-in
pixel is emulated for the timing. The outputs, N1-N4, and
their summation (Nsum) are calculated from the convolu-
tion of Iph. The modulation contrast between the 2 taps
(= max

[ |N2−N3 |
N1+N2+N3+N4

]
) is 78%. The calculated modulation

contrast is equivalent to a 2-tap CW-iTOF one where the
modulation frequency is fm = 1/(2TP), i.e., 100 MHz for
this condition. Figure 8 shows the calculation results as
function of TP/σcm. To obtain the modulation contrast of
>90%, the intrinsic response (σcm) should be 1/10 than TP.

The response of the charge modulators is determined
mainly by two mechanisms: (1) charge collection from deep
substrate and (2) charge modulation due to the lateral elec-
tric field. Since the current TOF imagers utilize NIR light
such as 940-nm and the size of recent iTOF pixels shrink,
the charge collection determined by the vertical electric field
is more important. The theoretical limitation of the intrinsic
response (� σcm) at BSI imagers is discussed in [74]. When
the substrate thickness is the same as the absorption length
(δ in [74], e.g., 43.5 µm at 940-nm wavelength) and the sub-
strate is biased for the creation of a large and constant ver-
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tical field of 2.5×104 V/cm at which the carrier velocity is
9.19×10−2 µm/ps, the intrinsic response (1σ) is 3.06δ �133
ps at 940-nm wavelength. Although the calculation does not
consider a finite modulation time in any lateral directions
and the finite response of gate/light pulse, this indicates that
charge modulators themself have a potential to achieve 375-
MHz modulation frequency, 90% modulation contrast, and
internal QE of 63%.

3.5 Storage Design

The iTOF imagers basically require global shutter (GS) op-
eration unlike rolling shutter operation, which is used in typ-
ical CMOS imagers. The readouts for charge-modulator-
based lock-in pixels are typically the same. The FD is
typically used as charge storage. Since this configuration
yields uncorrelated double sampling for readout, the kTC
noise at FDs remains. In the same manner as two-stage
charge-transfer GS pixels [75], [75], [76], implementing in-
pixel charge storages allow CDS operation for lower readout
noise. Those lock-in pixels were reported in [60], [61], [77]
for other lock-in pixel applications such as fluorescence life-
time imaging. As described in Sect. 2.2, the influence of
readout noise to depth precision depends on operating con-
ditions. For mainly indoor use, recent TOF imagers hav-
ing small pixel size [10], [17], [26] implement the in-pixel
charge storage, achieving a low noise level of around 3.5 e-.
However, those pixels have the limited full well capacity of
several ten ke- (e.g., 20ke- in [26]).

For outdoor use in which both high and low BGL
conditions exist, both low noise and high dynamic range
are important. One of the choices to obtain the perfor-
mance is double-delta correlated multiple sampling (DD-
CMS) [78], [79]. Although it requires a 2x readout sequence
in a single frame, a relatively low noise level is obtained. In
[79], DD-CMS readout allows 5x noise reduction, and the
noise level of 15 e- with a conversion gain of 8.3 µV/e is
obtained. Another possibility is a readout using switchable

Fig. 8 Modulation contrast as function of TP/σcm. The calculated mod-
ulation contrast is equivalent to 2-tap CW-iTOF where the modulation fre-
quency is fm = 1/(2TP).

conversion gain such as lateral overflow integration capac-
itors (LOFICs) [80], [81]. Although the implementation of
additional capacitors is required, the stacked CIS technol-
ogy, especially pixel-parallel connection [12], [76], may re-
solve the issues.

4. Key Technologies and Discussions

4.1 Enhancing Sensitivity for NIR Region

High sensitivity to NIR light is essential for TOF range im-
agers because the light source power is limited due to eye
safety. Longer wavelength has a smaller absorption coeffi-
cient of light; it penetrates deeper Si substrate. When the
light is absorbed outside of the depletion region, the photo-
generated electrons move around by diffusion mechanism.
Although some of them come to the photodiode region, the
collection speed is not acceptable in TOF range imagers.
Therefore, the TOF sensors should have a thick substrate
with wide depleted region both for increased NIR sensitiv-
ity and high-speed charge collection.

Figure 9 shows the calculation results of internal QE
for three NIR wavelengths: 860, 900, and 940 nm. The
depletion length of typical CMOS imagers for color imaging
is around 3-5 µm, the resulting QEs of 860 nm and 940 nm
are only 14-23% and 6-11%, respectively. For outdoor use,
the 940-nm wavelength is preferred to 860 nm because of
the sunlight spectrum. For 940-nm wavelength, to achieve
a good QE of > 80% requires > 70-µm depletion region.
Therefore, expanding depleted regions is a key design point
for TOF range imagers.

Using a lightly-doped epitaxial layer (at least in [25],
[55]) is common and useful to increase the depletion region,
which is available to use only the exchange of wafers. How-
ever, the channel potential of the charge modulator is limited
to 1-2 V, the expansion of the depletion layer is insufficient
to improve the NIR sensitivity.

Using a gradual-doping epitaxial layer [82] is one of
the techniques to expand the depletion region. A built-in
potential due to the difference of doping concentration en-

Fig. 9 Depletion length vs. QE for the wavelengths of 860, 900, 940 nm.
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Fig. 10 SOI-based fully-depleted thick-substrate lock-in pixel.

larges the depletion region. However, the improvement is
expected to be small because the potential difference, Δφ, of
two p-type laysers is calculated as

Δφ =
kT
q

ln
NA1

NA2
(9)

where NA1 and NA2 is those respective doping concentra-
tions. For example, the condition of NA1/NA2 = 10 gives
only Δφ ≈ 60 mV. In reality, although the structure [82]
demonstrates a high-speed modulation of 160 MHz with
55% modulation contrast even at 930 nm, the QE is only
6% even at 850-nm wavelength.

The authors presented an SOI-based charge modulator
with a fully-depleted thick substrate [24] in 2020. The con-
ceptual structure is shown in Fig. 10. The modulation gates
are formed using active layers on the buried oxide (BOX)
that are usually used for a source/drain of SOI transistors.
The paper first demonstrates charge modulation capability
at 40-ns gate pulse using a fully-depleted thick substrate of
>200 µm. To the best of the author’s knowledge, it has
achieved the highest QE of 55% at a 940-nm wavelength
in TOF range image sensors. Since the limited QE is due
to the loss caused by the parasitic sensitivity of FDs, further
improvement on the QE is expected.

Recently, the authors also have proposed a LEFM-
based charge modulator with substrate biasing [79], [83],
[84]. The structure has a fully-depleted epitaxial layer with
13-µm thickness in the bulk CMOS that is highly compat-
ible with standard CMOS image sensor technologies. The
structure theoretically obtains a relatively high QE of 25%
in a calculation while keeping high-speed modulation.

Enhancing NIR sensitivity using advanced technolo-
gies such as deep trench isolation (DTI) has also been pre-
sented [11], [12], [85]–[87]. They implement a scatter-
ing [11], [85], [86] or a diffraction [12], [87] structure at the
backside surface to increase the angle of incident light. The
DTI is also introduced to reduce optical crosstalk between
pixels and to increase the QE with multiple reflections to
enlarge photon-sensitive length. According to [86], the QE

Fig. 11 Calculation results of photogenerated electrons due to 110-klx
BGL.

Table 2 Calculation condition of the photogenerated electrons due to
BGL

Parameter Value
Wavelength 940 nm

Optical bandpass filter 40 nm
F number 1.4

QE 50%
Fill factor 50%
Pixel size 100 µm2

Reflectivity of a target 0.8
TP 10 ns

Signal swing 1.0 V

is improved from 20% to 32% at 940 nm using a pyramid-
shaped structure for diffraction. In [11], the QE of 38% at
940 nm is obtained using the scattering structure.

4.2 BGL Suppression Technique

As demand for outdoor use increases, BGL suppression is
becoming more critical. Figure 11 shows calculation results
of the estimated photogenerated electrons due to the BGL
(110 klx) where the condition is summarised in Table 2.
Saturation levels under the various capacitances at the FD
are also shown where the available signal swing is supposed
to be 1 V. Under no BGL suppression, the saturation oc-
curs immediately, and there is no room to accumulate signal
electrons due to the laser pulse.

The basic idea of BGL suppression is to divide the in-
tegration in a frame into several sub-integrations. The sim-
plest way is to do a readout for each sub-integration, which
is equivalent to increasing the sensor’s frame rate. However,
limited readout noise induces at each readout, resulting in
lower SNR as well as increasing power consumption. For
this reason, in the actual implementation of BGL suppres-
sion, a common mode of signal charges or voltages between
taps is canceled while the difference signal between taps is
stored in pixel or column.

Bamji et.al [9] presented a pixel-level BGL suppression
shown in Fig. 12. The concept is similar to [41] shown in
Table 1. During the BGL suppression operation (φCMR on),
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Fig. 12 Pixel-level BGL suppression technique [9].

Fig. 13 Column-level BGL suppression technique [89].

the signal charges stored in two capacitors (C1 and C2) are
summed up with opposite polarity. Therefore the common
component due to BGL is canceled, and the differential sig-
nals only remain after this operation. This operation can be
performed on all pixels at the same time. The advantage
of this method is that kTC noises on MC1 and MC2 are also
canceled out by taking the difference between taps. Hense
the kTC noises are not integrated for each BGL suppression
though the kTC noise on MSH remains.

Another approach in pixel-level BGL suppression was
presented [88]. The paper proposed a lock-in pixel with a
polarity-switchable photodiode and a charge amplifier. The
photodiode is composed of p+-n-well-p-sub structure where
the p+ and p-sub layers are electrically separated, unlike the
standard pinned photodiode. The diode with the p+-n-well
enables the treatment of both photogenerated holes and elec-
trons. Those charges are accumulated into the charge ampli-
fier by switching the polarity. Since the dominant sensitiv-
ity of photodiode is determined by the n-well-p-sub diode,
the BGL cancelation effect is limited. Though, with the
proposed diode and sub-frame readout scheme, the paper
demonstrates the BGL suppression capability up to 180 klx.

Column-level BGL suppression shown in Fig. 13 is

presented in [89]. In the BGL suppression, the difference
between taps is taken by an SC integrator implemented in
the column readout, and the differential signal is stored into
analog memories in the column. After this operation, FDs
in the pixel are reset, and another sub-integration begins.
The operation is performed row by row. This method does
not require a large capacitor in the pixel; it is suitable for
small pixels. Obviously, this method requires analog mem-
ories as many as the number of pixel rows in every column.
For relaxing the requirement, the paper [89] uses 4×4 pixel
binning, and a super-resolution technique using shifted bin-
ning pixels is used to recover spatial resolution. As a result,
the number of required analog memories is reduced to 1/16
of the pixel array. In [71], the analog memories are imple-
mented in each pixel using MIM capacitors. The fill factor
is not worse owing to adapting the BSI structure. In column-
level BGL suppression, the kT/C noises that are induced at
the sampling on analog memories are summed up at each
sub-integration. The influence of the kT/C noises on the
depth calculation depends on the BGL level; the kT/C noise
becomes dominant at a weak BGL while they are negligible
at a strong BGL due to its shot noise.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, iTOF range imagers reported over the past
two decades are reviewed and discussed to give an overview
of iTOF sensor design. The performance of TOF cameras
has improved remarkably in terms of spatial resolution and
depth precision. For more applications, outdoor and long-
distance imaging and low power consumption characteris-
tics will be important. As for coming decade, the continuous
evolution of this sensor technology is highly expected.
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